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News4 December 2011 - Race Report - ARWC (downlaod PDF or read report below)

Graham “Tweet” Bird’s report: I am always amazed when looking out of airplane windows when I fly across the country and the world. You get
to see the best and worst of what the world has to offer.  You see the massive areas of urbanization, industrialization and commercialization
that have sprung up to support the world’s huge population. From the different housing structures, suburb layouts, green areas, rubbish, you see
the massive differences between the have and the have not’s. We are all part of it, no matter how we all try to stay away from it or limit our
part in it. We are sucked in. All necessary to support the world, as we know it. 

You also get to see the vast areas of open land and wilderness below you. Green lush
areas, dry arid areas, flat areas, mountainous areas, water areas. Majority of it
explored, but some of it still wild and unexplored.  It is these sights and the ability to
GET OUTSIDE and explore this wilderness, becoming part of it, that keeps me going. It’s raw. It’s simple. Just me verse the wild
outdoors.  It is these experiences that allow me to recharge after being part of the world, as we know it. 

In May 2010 we attended the Australian XPD staged in Cairns. The 780km Expedition Adventure Race was one of the most brutal
and hardest adventure races I have ever done. It took us six and a half days to complete. It broke me; physically, mentally,
emotionally, and spiritually. It made me stronger. It recharged me. It re-ignited my passion for the outdoors. The sense of
achievement was overwhelming. This is why I do this fantastic sport. 

After our experiences at XPD 2010, our team set a top 5 finish at XPD Tasmania, the Adventure Racing World Champs for 2011.
We hoped for a race that was as extreme as the 2010
addition and we longed to be pushed to our limits. As a
team we have been racing together for many years. We
enjoy racing together. We have fun racing together. We
have the same goals, objectives and get the same things

out of the sport. We wanted to be part of the race for the win. We knew we could race the top teams and set
about working on our weaknesses throughout the year. 

Arriving in Tasmania, we were all quietly confident and knew our preparations had gone well. The atmosphere,
hype and anticipation in the small town of Burnie was infectious. After a few days of gear and food
preparations, we finally received the course information a day before the start. We spent a frantic 6 hours
doing the final preparations before handing in all our race boxes to the officials whom would be moving them
around the course. 

The course was broken down into 15 legs, 37 maps, 120km paddling, 180km trekking, 430km mountain biking.
From the outset it looked a very fair, but tough course. The big expedition style legs were in the second half of
the race with the shorter faster legs in the first half. We as a team felt this suited us. Traditionally we are
stronger in the later part of races. We knew we needed to have a good first half and be in touch with the top
teams at mid camp in order to use our strength.

We raced well in the first half, arriving at Mid Camp in 9th position on the afternoon of the third day,
approximately 4-5 hours off the top 4. Our
race speed was good and we had only made one error that had cost us a few hours on the second morning when we
searched for a CP in the wrong area. We were content with our position, knowing that the race effectively started
once we left Mid Camp. Upon leaving mid camp, we had three big legs (65km trek, 150km mtb, 87km paddle) to
complete before the final few shorter legs to the finish. We made up good time on the 65km trek, completing it in
5th place. It was then onto the mtb. We spent hours in the dunes looking for a track, doing something like 20km in
5 hours. The fourth night of the race was probably our lowest point. I battled with sleep monsters like never before.
We stopped to sleep 4 times, with none of them really helping, the highlight being when I came off the bike on a tar
downhill after falling asleep. Nothing like waking up with a jolt. When you are having a bad leg, your mind just goes
negative and we saw the race slipping away from us. To our surprise we finished the leg in 6th place only a few
hours behind 4th. It appeared that everyone had had a bad leg. The fifth night was spent on the banks of the Arthur
River with the 11-hour dark zone, sharing a campsite with four other teams, getting 8 hours sleep! 

After a successful paddle leg, we were in tied 5th place, only 40min behind the 4th placed team and the 7th team
being 20mins behind us. We realized the final three legs were going to be fast. We thought we had had a good 70km
mtb, but lost two hours to the 4th and 5th place teams. Seems our route choice was not as good as there’s.  We did
however manage to open the gap on the 7th place team. A 25km beach and coasteering trek followed. The race
staff told us the leaders had done this leg in 4 hours. We were on the home stretch, or so we thought. With the
tiredness and the urgency to chase the 4th and 5th and stay ahead of 7th, I completely failed to see a path marked
on the map. We ended up trekking along the rocky shoreline while the other teams took the path. We lost hours to
the teams around us, with one team passing us and our fellow SA team catching up to us. 

We crossed the finish line after 6 days and 2 hours in 7th position. The 4th and 5th teams, separated by 1 second, 
were about 2 hours in front of us, the 6th team 10 mins ahead of us and with the 8th placed team only 15mins
behind us.  A close race in the end. 

As always, crossing the finishing line of an expedition race is special and indescribable to someone whom has never
done it and this was no different.  Physically, you pus h yourself to the extreme going through days with minimal
sleep and food. Mentally, you go to deep dark places as you drag yourself through the many bad patches.
Emotionally, you have to deal with all the ups and downs that go with all the physical and mental exertions.
Spiritually, dealing with all the questions that you ask yourself about life throughout the course of the race. 

The race lived up to all that I had hoped it would. It was a great course that was well worthy of the status of World
Championships. A tough race that pushed us to our limits. Having now spent sometime reflecting about our race, I
am content with our position and understand it is a great result, something to be proud of. I do however have a
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feeling of disappointment not having achieved our goal of a top 5 finish. We raced hard and showed we had the
speed and ability to mixed it up with the top teams in the world. I don’t think we could have moved quicker and I feel the error on the second morning, the terrible fourth night and
missing the path on the last trekking leg, cost us dearly. But this is adventure racing and you need to get through the good and the bad. To my teammates, Tatum, Hanno and Don, again
another special journey and it was a great honour to have raced alongside you guys!  This is why I do this fantastic sport. 

A huge thanks go to Craig and Louise from Geocentric Outdoors for a brilliantly organized race. 

Tatum “Hobbit” Prins report: This year the ARWC was going to be our race, the race we had built up to, the race we had
focused on, the race we had sacrificed a lot for. The time had come. It held huge importance to all of us, it was going to be a
defining race for us and we were excited and nervous of what lay ahead. There were 80 teams taking part, a huge field in ARWC
and it was said the top 15 teams were all going for and possibly all could claim a podium finish. We were part of this top 15 but
our aim and goal was a top 5. We knew we could do it and we wanted it.
 
After sorting kit, packing, repacking, shopping and a few days of anticipation in Burnie we were off. From the start the race was
exciting and fast paced. There were just so many teams wanting what we wanted and no matter what we did we could not seem
to pull away from anyone. Quite early in the race the top 3 teams got away but from 4th place to 10th place it was a constant
ding dong battle. No sooner had you passed one team you were been passed by another. This continued the whole race. At times
it felt like if you stopped to pee you would be passed and that is crazy in a race of this length for the top teams to be just

minutes apart.
 
The course itself was amazing, well thought out and wonderfully
diverse. We really experienced Tasmania and its true beauty.
From the rugged mountains, untouched rivers, pristine beaches,
lush forests, incredible caves, beautiful kloofing sections, we
could not have raced in a more beautiful country. I would even
go as far as to say the “the dirt was clean.” That is how it felt.
It felt like no one had been there before or seen what we had
seen. One particularly scenic moment that really stands out for
me was the most perfectly placed checkpoint in a mine on Mount
Cumberland. It felt like we had a 360% view of Tasmania. Truly
breathtaking. Just a pity we couldn’t stop to enjoy it. 
 
I have so many highlights of the race, or maybe I should rather
say moments that stand out for me. Some not because of the
beauty but because of other challenges, like the cold,
navigational errors, sleepmonsters  – just a few of the challenges
that occur in AR.

 
If I close my eyes I can see and feel one of my coldest moments - the four of us stripping down for freezing cold river crossings in
the middle of the night. The swims literally took our breath away it was so cold. However it was also one of the more “funny”
moments as it was here we caught up with a few teams and there seemed to be naked racers everywhere with boobs and butts
for all too see! The most frustrating and emotional leg for me was probably the 8km muddy mountain biking section on the 150km
bike leg. I was so frustrated, tired, sore and definitely left my sense of humour in that section. We pushed our bikes through mud
for 8km! No one see’s the light side of that after a couple days racing. Another highlight or rather a strange experience was our little camping excursion on the Arthur River. Because of

the dark zone we were forced to camp alongside the river with 3 other teams. It was a weird feeling. One I had
not experienced before. There we were racing our guts out for 4 days to suddenly come to a grinding halt, sit
around a campfire (thanks Smelly) and enjoy each other’s war stories. It was as if we were suddenly granted a
holiday in the middle of a grueling race. With that goes the truly wonderful experience (NOT) of sharing a 2 man
tent with 3 overgrown men who happen to smell particularly bad. As you can imagine the sleep was not exactly
the best one I have had. However the rest of the 65km paddle was truly spectacular. I can also picture our very
own Tweet falling asleep on his bike, then the realization when we stopped that he wasn’t with us. The panic
that we felt as we realized he had crashed his bike while falling asleep... Then last but not least I see the four
of us coasteering in the true style. Making our way over endless rocky outcrops. We could not have been moving
any slower and unbeknown to us there was a path that took you to the ame place but 4 hours quicker. The joys
of adventure racing but unfortunately this cost us a position. Even though I can smile about it now it was a hard
pill to chew at the time.
 
So even though we didn’t accomplish what we set out for we can honestly say we did our best. Yes, I am very
disappointed. I won’t deny it and it is always hard to deal with disappointment. When you give your utmost for
so long and everything hinges on this one race, the race I had chosen as the pinnacle of my racing. In the same
breath we left nothing out on the course and even though we did not get our top 5 we raced hard and you know
what..... now we have even more reason to go back for more... 
 
Again thank you to “my boys - Tweet, Smelly, Tiny.” Some of you may see this as claiming the boys as mine....
well quite frankly I do! In those 6 days when we are out there racing, in the elements, sleep deprived,
frustrated, happy and sad, they are the ones by my side. They are the ones lifting me up when the going gets
tough, they are the ones checking I have eaten enough, making sure I am warm, encouraging me when I am
tired. Without these boys I would not be racing, doing the one thing I hold dearest and closest to my heart.
Without them I would not be following my dream. A dream that I have been chasing for 8 years. Without them I
would not hold the light that fuels my passion. It is these boys who make up such an important part of my life.
You will often hear me say I love my boys dearly... well I do, with all my heart.
 
Thank you to our ever-faithful supportive sponsors. Again they are the reason we are OUTSIDE doing what we do
best, letting us live the life we cannot live without.
 
Then lastly a very special thank you to my husband Lofty. He has stood by my side for 8 years, supported and
loved me as I have made racing as a priority in my life. He has supported and allowed me to follow my dream,
he has never asked anything of me, never voiced his frustration as I have missed out on social engagements,
have been away for so many weekends or weeks at a time. It takes a very special man to let his wife love 3
other men and support it. Thank you Lofts for being you!!
 
Until the next time...Over and out. Hobs
 
Hanno “Smelly” Smit’s report: XPD 2011 was also the
World AR champs and the location was the beautiful and
untouched North Western part of Tasmania. The latitude
is around 40 degrees south and that means that the
wind consistently blows hard, fuelled by the many cold
fronts that pass by and regularly pours rain over this
first land obstacle after Cape Horn. The temperatures
are low compared to what we were used to and would
typically not exceed the mid teens in centigrade. The

terrain is mainly forested wilderness where the gigantic Eucalypts tower majestically over the pristine rainforests with many rivers
and streams allowing for the regular rains to drain.

As we competed in XPD 2010 in tropical Northern Queensland and experienced the harsh terrain, vegetation and weather
conditions, we were well aware of the potential adversity which lay ahead of us for this year’s race. The field of competitors was
the strongest ever for a World Champs and of the 80 teams, about 10 teams were realistically standing a chance of winning the
race.

After a very professionally organized race briefing, the race start was a very comfortable 9am start at race HQ. An ocean paddle
leg kicked off the 6-day odyssey for us. Immediately we had problems on this paddle leg in that the blow up boat would not track
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properly in the side wind conditions and allowed many teams to overtake us en route to the next hiking TA. This set the tone for
the rest of the race; we consistently had little setbacks or problems, but fought back every time without these getting the better
of us.
The race route structure was basically the same as XPD 2010. The first half of the race dissected Tasmania from the town of
Burnie to the harbour town of Strahan, halfway down the West Coast. This is where mid camp was situated and spend a
compulsory 6 hour stopover. The legs were relatively short and undaunting and the going easy. The race from here onwards would
take on a different form in three epic expeditionary legs through the Arkine region and then another 3 short legs essentially
completing the course from the Arkine to the Northern coast and finally into what was the starting for us 6 days prior, the coastal
town of Burnie.

The first of the big three legs was a trekking leg. This hike started off with a long beach drag, including 2 big river crossings,
which we negotiated in the chilly nighttime. Next curved ball was a dense bundu bashing mission towards an orienteering type CP.
The trek then became a jungle walk up into the mining mountains and from there onwards we were left with route choice

aplenty. The terrain was dense veld and it made for energy
sapping traversing. This hike eventually descended down to the
coast again for the start of the next epic bike leg. 

The push bikes were immediately steered onto the soft beach and intermittent beach tracks. Soon we were carrying our
bikes up big sand dunes and hiking along long stretches of unrideable terrain. It was already epic and we were 5km into
this 150km leg! With darkness setting in we covered mainly forestry roads and secondary roads. As daylight appeared we
were moving into rough forest areas again and were dealing with hour-long sections of mud riding and pushing. The final
push towards the transition just before sunset was an inspired effort as we were chasing the 19h30 dark zone on the river
and needed to use the available 90 minutes to our best advantage. 

The 3rd epic paddling leg was 75 odd km long, but the going was easy and fast and it came to the rescue of many of the
lesser paddlers! We spent our compulsory dark zone (19:30 until 6:30) on the river bank inside our tent, snoring a melody
in pain. The paddling came to an end in the late afternoon and from here we mounted our pushies again for a 70km fast
leg towards our last coasteering leg and then onto the pushies again for a brisk pedal into Burnie.

For me this race had all the essentials of a great race: the competition was fierce, the terrain was beautiful, wild and
demanding, the route was challenging, but enjoyable and the conditions were testing with the race being consistently
wet and cold. We finished a slightly disappointing 7th, but I felt content with an honest effort and knowing that a

slightly different bounce of the dice it could have been very different.

I salute my teammates for an unforgettable 2011!

Donovan “Tiny” Sims report: It was the 26th October and we were finally off, on our way to the land
down under for the Tasmanian ARWC 2011. This was the race that our whole years preparation had
been all about. After 2 days in Sydney, we finally arrived in Burnie, Tasmania. This was where it was
all happening from, race head quarters.
 
After 2 days of packing and other admin we were finally ready to get started. We started off with a
17km paddle, which saw Smelly and I leading the race, all be it for really short while. Half way into
the paddle Hobbit and I had to make a quick change over, which saw Tweet and I and Smelly and
Hobbit finishing the paddle together.
 
After a quick chilly transition we where onto the first of our hiking legs, not long into this leg one of
each team had to shoot clay pigeons, missing them would result in a time penalty, luckily this was not
the case for us. This leg went well for us and had us at the first of our bike legs.
 
This was a quick ride at first with it all tar road, we then got to the caving section where we were
given an hour to collect CP’s inside a spectacular cave. We managed that in enough time to allow us
to eat and rest up before getting back onto our bike for a MONSTER climb heading toward our next
hiking leg.
 
This was definitely one of my favourite sections of the race, it’s all a bit fuzzy, but I think this was
where we thought we would try a “short cut”. That took us through a kloof or two too many. None the
less, this hike was breath taking as we made our way to the top of the abseil, which made been
cancelled due to it being way too wet. A quick downhill scramble had us in one of the coldest, wet

kloofing sections I`ve done in long
time. We then criss-crossed the river a few times making our way to start of the next paddling leg, where we caught
up with Cyanosis, whom had passed us when we searched in the wrong place for a CP. 
 
Another quick transition (no slow ones with Hobbit around) and all 4 of us were of in one blow up boat, which was
pretty cool as long as you were not at the back of the boat. Tweet had the back spot and he was absolutely frozen
at the next transition, where we received a second boat. At the end of this paddle we had to portage our boats (NO
DRAGGING) to the next river put in which finally got us to the end of the paddle.
 
Back onto the bikes and we sped into the half way stop and compulsory 6-hour stop.
 
From here on in, the race took on a real expedition type style. The next 3 legs were epic slogs. First was a hike that
took us around 19 hrs. Then a
bike leg that lasted 23 hrs. with
major sleep monster hassles along
the way and then we were onto
the much anticipated loooong
paddle. Of these 3 legs I really
enjoyed the paddle. We had a
dark zone in it, which had Smelly

making a camp fire and for a while we almost forgot we were racing until the next morning and the
race face was on again.
 
We were back onto the shorter legs of the race again with a 70 km bike, a 20 km coasteering leg and
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then a 35 km bike to the end. We missed a path on the map and turned the coasteering into a bit of a
monster but we got through it albeit losing a place to a Swedish team.
 
We had a 7th place finish at the end of it all. We were all hoping for top 5 which I really do believe
was well within our reach.
 
We had a great race and I know I say this every time but hats off to my teammates. Tweet for all the
organising before the race and for the determination shown during the race even when the sleep
monster was getting the better of you. To Smelly for once again just being the pillar of strength the
team relies on so often. To the Hobbit for always driving the team even when you are tired and for the
huge leadership role you so quietly carry out. It is that role and your raw passion for the sport that
puts you a step above the rest of the girls in the sport.
 
A big thank you must go out to our GREAT sponsors for allowing us to be able to take part in this great sport.....THANK YOU !!
 
And last but NOT least to our families and loved ones back home, who show patience and support when most would get grumpy send us packing, a huge thank you to all of you for
allowing us to follow our dreams.

16 Nov 2011 - SAFM Interview - To hear Merrell Adventure Addict Graham Bird's Interview from Saturday on SAFM, listen here. 
11 November 2011 - SAFM Interview - Merrell Adventure Addict's Graham Bird will be chatting about the teams race at the World
Champs on SAFM sometime between 15h45 and 17h15 on Saturday 12th November.  Go tune in!!
10 November 2011 - MERRELL ADVENTURE ADDICTS blows hot in icy Burnie - Yesterday, Team Merrell
Adventure Addicts pedalled home to complete a 730km route at the Adventure Racing World
Championships in Burnie, Tasmania’s gateway city to the West Coast wilderness region. Out of a starting
line-up of nearly a hundred teams, the SA foursome raced hard to claim a phenomenal 7th position.
 
Four hundred racers; 23 nationalities; 730km of harsh terrain; and the unforgiving Tasmanian weather …
these were just a few of the obstacles standing in the way of MERRELL Adventure Addicts as they lined up

a week ago at the AR World Champs event in Burnie, Tasmania. The event’s no-holds-barred Race Director, Craig Bycroft, promised them ‘an
experience like no other’, and after nearly seven days of non-stop racing, the four AR campaigners can certainly attest to that.
 
As seasoned adventure racers, they had a pretty good idea what would await them at the annual ARWC, the undeniable gathering place for the

world’s AR Top Dogs. Ahead of them lay at least six days of multi-disciplinary racing following a true,
expedition-style course through
genuine wilderness conditions. Four-
person teams (generally male and
female) navigate a course using map,
compass and landmarks via a series of
control point (or CPs).
 
Teams typically rest only when they
can no longer function effectively,
transitioning between a range of
human-powered disciplines such as
mountain biking, trekking, kayaking,
swimming, technical rope work and
orienteering. Team work is also of the
utmost importance, and this is exactly
where the true strength of the
MERRELL Adventure Addicts lies.
 
They have been racing together, both
locally and internationally, for well on
four years now, and have as such built
an innate understanding of each
other’s individual strengths and weaknesses, thus shaping a formidable racing unit. Captain and navigator
Graham Bird is ably supported stalwarts Hanno Smit and Donovan Sims, with the dimunitive Tatum Prins bringing
her special brand of girl power to the mix.
 
ARWC2011 would be no ordinary race, though, with
everything from Dark Zones and navigational challenge
or natural obstacle lying in wait along the gruelling
course Down Under. Lining up at the start just after
dawn on 2nd November brought the harshness of the
challenge awaiting them home to the team: “I am not at
all shy to admit that I was scared by what awaited us”,
said Bird, “but what I did know was that every one of
my team mates would do their utmost or die out there”.
 
The MERRELL Adventure Addicts survived the race, but
this does not mean they did not bleed, sweat or suffer
during more than 134 hours of balls-to-the-wall racing.
According to Bird, the route was incredibly well thought
out and varied. “It had ocean paddling; lots of varied
trekking legs – forest, beach, dune, jeep tracks, trails,
grasslands, rocky, coasteering; great mountain biking
with great singletrack ( with lots of mud though); river
paddling and flat-water paddling”.
 
Right from the initial ocean paddling leg, the scenery
and landscape did not disappoint. “To me, the race
showcased Tasmania from the inside out”, says Hanno
Smit. “It’s a remarkably beautiful place, which at times
made me feel like I was travelling in a kind of Lah-Lah
Land. There was extreme wet and cold, and the
competition was fierce and intense. For me, the second
half of the race was all about survival, and it tested our
resolve absolutely”.
 
Donovan ‘Tiny’ Sims is in total agreement, admitting
that the huge treks and abysmal weather tested his

http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/SAFM%20Interview%20-%2012%20Nov%202011.mp3
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resolve. “I had to go into some really deep, dark places in my head to get through this”, he said after the race. “ Six days is a
long time, and although ARWC Tasmania has come and gone, this phenomenal experience is sure to live on in my mind for many
years to come. We once again pulled together as a unit and I walk away from this race with one clear thought in my head: my
team members are all legends!”
 
The words of Tatum Prins, known to both her friends and the AR community as ‘Hobbit’, arguably best captures the
essence of what the MERRELL Adventure Addicts went through, and why they put body, mind and spirit through this
purgatory of punishment. “Wow what a race … and a race it was! From start to finish we were constantly being chased,

or chasing, with just minutes apart, hard and fast. It
was cold; it was challenging; it was constantly
unforgiving and in our faces. But once again we worked
brilliantly as a unit. The one thing that kept me
together physically and mentally is the love I have for
my boys – they are incredible, unstoppable,
unforgettable”!
 
Even though the MERRELL Adventure Addicts didn’t
achieve their intended Top 5 ranking, they walk away
from ARWC2011 knowing that they gave it their best
shot. “We raced as hard as we could and take
satisfaction from the fact that we left nothing out on
the course. We are content with our seventh place finish
and take heart from the fact that we were in the mix
with the top teams”, says Bird. They will now revel in a
rest period over the festive season, and recharge their batteries for an even bigger 2012.
 
The team’s sponsorship agreement with MERRELL, an internationally acknowledged leader in both the footwear and

outdoor apparel industry, has enabled them to focus their energy on racing, and this is an arrangement which will continue into the new year. The MERRELL tag line “Let’s Get Outside”
makes for a perfect partnership with Adventure Addicts, a team that epitomises a love of the great outdoors.
1 Nov 2011 - Following the race - Follow the live tracking for the race at http://www.trackmelive.com.au/xpd2011/default.aspx  Race
website is http://www.xpd.com.au/index.htm  Follow the team on there Facebook page "Merrell Adventure Addicts" and via Twitter
@merrelladvaddicts  Regular updates about the team will be posted to the Facebook page and twitter feed.
1 Nov 2011 - 1 Nov 2011 - The team is finally all done with preparations. Maps are plotted, routes are marked, gear sorted, food
pack. Bike boxes and gear boxes handed in to the organisation. It is now time for a relaxing evening and a good nights sleep before
the 09h00 start tomorrow.  A tough route with epic legs awaits the team. Lead teams are expected to take 5 days to complete the
course. See a interviews with the team talking about there goals and aspirations for the Race. Video below.

http://www.trackmelive.com.au/xpd2011/default.aspx
http://www.xpd.com.au/index.htm
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Merrell-Adventure-Addicts/149201771820435
http://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=merrelladvadd
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31 Oct 2011 - Sunday was shopping day for the addicts. See a video of the team stocking up with supplies for the Quest for the Tasmanian Devil in the video below.

30 Oct 2011 - The Addicts flew Qantas (likely before the strikes!) from JHB to Sydney. After a two night relax in Sydney, it was then onto Tasmania. See a video of the
addicts traveling to Burnie in the video below.

27 Oct 2011 - See the Adventure Racing World Championships 2011 preview video below.
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24 Oct 2011 - MERRELL ADVENTURE ADDICTS READY TO TAKE ON TASMANIAN DEVIL - Wednesday 26TH October 2011 will see Team Merrell
Adventure Addicts set course for Burnie, Tasmania’s western-most city. This ‘gateway’ to the West Coast wilderness region will play host to
the Adventure Racing World Championships (ARWC), with nearly a hundred four-man teams from 23 countries aiming for top spot. This
700km, non-stop race starts on the 2nd of November, and the winning teams will take at least 5-6 days to complete the course.

Australia once again hosts the prestigious ARWC, but this year the wilderness arena in which it will unfold is the rugged and dramatic West
coast wilderness of Tasmania. According to Race Director Craig Bycroft, “The remote terrain of the West Coast is the perfect destination for a

true expedition race and it promises  to be an experience like no
other. It will definitely suit the physically and mentally tough
teams, and like all XPD Races, this will be a true expedition-style
race through genuine wilderness conditions”.

Adventure racing is a multi-discipline endurance sport where endurance athletes (usually both male and female)
compete as 4-person teams. They have to navigate using map, compass and landmarks via a series of control
point (or CPs) in a range of disciplines, including mountain biking, trekking, kayaking, swimming, rope work and
orienteering. Teams will race non-stop along a 700km ARWC course, deciding if and when to rest, with the first
team to complete all the race legs declared the winner. 

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts have been competing together as a team for more than four years, and have
developed a detailed understanding of their individual strengths and weaknesses to shape a powerful racing unit.
The team is led by captain and navigator Graham Bird, and for him it will all be about focusing the team at the
right moment. 

Stalwart Hanno Smit, one of the original
war horses, will once again be at Bird’s
side, contributing quiet determination
and experience to the mix. Tatum Prins,
the ‘girl power component’ of the
MERRELL Adventure Addicts, brings true

grit, dedication, commitment and motivation to the team. Completing the foursome is Donovan Sims, an adventure
racer at the top of his game: “I’m ready to lay down life and limb to help this team make it to the finish”, he
quipped as the team completed final preparations for their trip Down Under.

After winning the 500km Expedition Africa Adventure Race staged in the Western Cape in May this year, the
MERRELL Adventure Addicts focused on preparing for the ARWC, undoubtedly the premier AR event of the year. “At
the beginning of this year we set the ARWC as our main goal for 2011”, stated Bird in an exclusive media interview.
“The team has had a great build-up and are raring to go!”

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts have had a successful period over the past few years, competing in numerous
Adventure Racing World Series races around the world, finishing in second position at the XPD Australia race in May
2010. This rated as the toughest Adventure Race the team has ever competed in and, according to Bird, “We seem
to get stronger the longer and tougher the race is. After competing in the 2010 Australian race by the same
organiser, we hope the 2011 race will be just as tough and hard.” 

The team used the 500km Expedition Africa to test new team strategies, as traditionally they were slow starters,
conserving their efforts for the latter stages of racing. In an effort to close in on some of the top international
teams, they realized it was necessary o race fast and hard from the start and hope to do so successfully at the AR
World Champs.
The individual MERRELL Adventure Addict members have all come off strong individual performances over the past
few months. Donovan Sims and Hanno Smit jointly won the 120km 3-day Wild Run, while Graham Bird and Tatum
Prins staked their claim as two of only ten people to have ever completed the ‘Race across South Africa’. This
gruelling multi-sport event constitutes an 80km trail run, a 2300km MTB ride from Pietermaritzburg to Cape Town,
and finally the 4-day, 230km Berg River Canoe Marathon. 

And why do we do this amazing sport? When asked, Bird does not think for very long: “We love testing ourselves,
pushing our bodies and minds to the absolute limit, and come out on the other side stronger, but humbled by the
camaraderie and friendship we experience every time we GET OUTSIDE!” 

The team’s sponsorship deal with MERRELL, an internationally acknowledged leader in the footwear and outdoor
apparel industry, has enabled them to focus their energy on racing rather than trying to balance a budget. The
MERRELL tag line “Let’s Get Outside” makes for the perfect partnership with Adventure Addicts, as each member
of the team lives their life in the great outdoors. Other sponsors include PVM Nutritional Science, Giant Bicycles,
Island Tribe Sunscreen, Squirt Bicycle Lube, Glider Eyewear and Black Diamond head torches. 
23 Oct 2011 - In May 2010, the addicts raced XPD which was held in the Cairns region of Australia. The 700km, six
and a half day race was the hardest and toughest race the team had ever competed in. It broke the team, but left
lasting memories and a undeniable urge to return back to the dark and wonderful places you go to both mentally
and physically in an adventure race. It is with these memories the team enteres the final stages of packing in
preparation for departure to Tasmania for the XPD 2011 which also doubles as the Adventure Racing World Champs. See a video where Graham Bird and Hanno Smit talk about the
upcoming ARWC here.
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23 Oct 2011 - “Adventure racing is addictive it sucks you in and enters your very soul. Most people think doing an expedition length adventure race is pure madness but for us it is the
ultimate challenge. Doing an expedition length adventure race is like compressing a year’s worth of emotions and experiences into 140 hours. During a race you will experience amazing
highs and lows, you’ll feel the best and worst you have ever felt, you’ll feel totally in control and powerless in the space of minute, you’ll laugh, cry and giggle like never before,
your strengths and weaknesses as an individual and as a teammate will be laid bare before your eyes and you’ll be pushed to your physical, emotional and spiritual limits. However,
once you achieve the goal of getting to the finish line with your team intact you’ll feel invincible and like you’ve given life a damn good nudge. Adventure racing teaches you never to
give up and that the body and mind are capable of incredible things.” Debbie Chambers, Team Macac Girls On Top (http://girlsontopconz.blogspot.com), XPD 2010.
9 October 2011 - Hansa Fish Mountain Bike Challenge - Addicts Graham Bird and Tatum Prins rounded off a great training weekend with a first and second place overall in the Hansa
Fish MTB challenge. The race was held in conjunction with the iconic Fish River Canoe Marathon in the Karoo town of Cradock. Held over two days the MTB race covered a distance of
83km and 42km. A great way to experience the Fish without having to actually paddle!
28 September 2011 - Press Release from ARWC - "ON YOUR MARKS…With the Adventure Racing World Championships just a month away
from kicking off in Tasmania, the final line up of teams has been decided…now the serious stuff begins. 

Last year's XPD offered competitors the chance to tangle with stinging trees, get leaches stuck to their eyeballs and collide with crocodiles in
the middle of the night, all as they were negotiating their way through a 700km wilderness-based course in kayaks, on bikes, down ropes and
by foot. This year the event – Australia's last true expedition-style adventure race – is doubling as the AR World Championships, and rumour
has it that race director Craig Bycroft is taking this rather seriously...

Despite (or perhaps because of) this, public entries into the XPD sold out months ago, with many local teams champing at the bit to pit their
wits, stamina and multi-sporting prowess against the world’s best adventure racers. 
 
And it isn’t just locals wanting a slice of the action – this is a genuine world championships and 23 different countries will be represented by
teams in Tasmania, setting a new record for ARWC and underlining just how colourful and competitive this race is promising to be.  

The stampede for a place on the starting line left a number of elite teams in a gut-wrenchingly nervous situation, however. The easy route into the World Champs slammed shut when
open entries sold out, meaning anyone left on the other side would have to fight for their right to party with the adventurous portion of the planet’s population's premier league. Not
only that, but the events where they'd have to prove themselves worthy were among the toughest multi-day adventure races on earth – the AR World Series qualifiers. 
 
“During our recent trip it became very apparent just how many top teams have been going to ARWS qualifiers specifically to win a spot at the World Championships,” observed Craig
Bycroft after returning from a tour of some of the World Series events. 

“We have the winner of every qualifying race attending, plus the defending World Champions. It’s the first time that has ever happened – it is going to be an incredibly competitive race
down in Tasmania.” 

The final three teams to secure their spots were Team WildernessTraverse.com (who won the Raid the North Extreme in BC, Canada at the end of July), Team Quechua.com (winners of
the Raid in France, which took place 28 August–1 September) and Team Tecnu Extreme, who nailed the very last place with a stunning September 11th victory in the Gold Rush Mother
lode in central California.

In winning their qualifying events, however, these teams' trials and tribulations have only just begun. Between the dastardly designs of Craig Bycroft and the wildness of the west of
Tasmania, whole new levels of competitive challenges are about to be unleashed upon them – and they know it.

"We felt we had a pretty soft run in the Canada race," admits Wilderness Traverse's New Zealander Gordon Blythen. The XPD will have much harder competition, so we`ll just give it our
best shot and see how we go."

Exactly what will be thrown at them is totally unknown, but with the starting gun already loaded, the world's finest adventure athletes are now poised to take anything on.
   
"The calibre of teams that we have competing in the championships this year is so high that it really is impossible to predict who will be in the top 10, let along who will be on the
podium," admits Bycroft. 

"It will definitely suit the physically and mentally tough teams, and like all XPDs, this will be a true expedition-style race through genuine wilderness conditions. That might cause
difficulties for some European teams, whose races are traditionally over more predictable terrain but at much higher intensities. In that sense the course may suit the South American
and Canadian teams, as well as teams from Australian and New Zealand, particularly if they've raced XPD before – and know how rough and unpredictable we like to make things. I
reckon some of the less high-profile locals are going to shock a few top teams."

The team list is literally a who's who of international adventure racing, from current and previous World Champions like Buff Thermocool (2010) and adidas Terrex (2009) through to top
contenders such as Thule Adventure Team, Merrell Adventure Addicts and Australia's own Team Blackheart, winners of the 2010 XPD. 

The wild credentials of the race setting are as rock solid as the competitor list lining up to take it on. While areas like Freycinet and the Cradle Mountain region are tourist attractions
and have been utilised by many adventure events, the rugged West Coast of the Apple Isle is an altogether wilder and more remote location, and Bycroft has cautioned that teams will
need their navigation skills to be stiletto sharp.    

Steve Cooper, from the adventure racing website Sleepmonsters, says this element of the race is crucial, and that it will play onto the hands of a number of teams.  
"I think the Southern Hemisphere teams are going to be right up there – particularly Merrell from South Africa. Mind you, if the weather turns bad in Tassie it will be hard to go past
Adidas [from the UK]. And, of course, the defending champions, Buff, can never be underestimated. Either way, the race will be won as much in mental realm as it will in the physical
one. Some of the internationals might be struggling after travelling so far too. The local team Blackheart are going to be tough to beat," says Steve. "Their nav skills are as good, if not
better, than any of the top international teams."

The Australian teams would be well advised not to put too much faith in the possibility that their competitors will be jetlagged though. At least one outfit from overseas, Team Thule,
arrived in Australia to start training in local conditions a few weeks ago, and such dedication to proper preparation will serve them well when the battle for world domination heats up.

For the lucky last qualifiers, such precise planning was never really an option, but that hasn't dampened their enthusiasm.   

“We are very pleased to go to Tasmania after our victory in France,” enthused Quechua’s Rudy Gouy, after the realisation that he was going to the World Champs had sunk in. “It [the
Raid in France] was a hard but very beautiful race. Now we will recuperate and prepare for some smashing travel in Australia... We have seen the program for the XPD, and we wait for
the start impatiently. We know a lot of great teams will come and it's a new country to discover for all of us but we will give the best of ourselves to have no regrets.” 

But before they get to give their all in the race, they have to get themselves and their gear sorted, and quickly. “The preparation of material is not simple,” concedes Rudy. “Trunks,
bike bags, flights… we are looking for an accommodation near the HQ but I have sent many mails without answer. I will try again next week. We are also looking for someone who speaks
English and French to help us during the briefing..."

Team Tecnu Extreme secured their place even later in the piece, and for one of them in particular even Quechua’s quandaries seem a trifle. Brian Schmitz was so taken by surprise by
their last-gasp qualification that he'd scheduled his wedding just before the Worlds, and will have to miss the race as a result.  

The rest of Team Tecnu Extreme don't seem too overawed by the task ahead though. "I know the competition on the international level is much higher than it is here in the USA, but I
think this team has what it takes to compete," claims Kyle Peter. 

Ryan VanGorder will be taking Brian's place in the team for the championships in Tasmania. "He will add some more international AR experience, has done an XPD before, is a human
kayak, and will be upping our horsepower on the bike." 

And wherever they end up placing, finding themselves suddenly heading Downunder makes for a huge adventure by itself. "I have never been to Australia before," says Kyle. "I'm really

http://girlsontopconz.blogspot.com/
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looking forward to it, but I'm not quite sure what to expect in Tasmania in terms of vegetation, terrain, animals..."

Veteran Australian adventure racer and ultra runner Damon Goerke from Team Blackheart would probably advise Kyle to expect anything but a cuddly welcome from the local flora and
fauna. Damon was part of the team that won the 2010 iteration of the XPD in Cairns, which took teams along another course set by Craig Bycroft, and he still has the scars to prove it. 

"I'll never forget the pain of those stinging trees," he says. "But that river section [down the remote Walsh River] was the best paddling leg of any adventure race I've ever done. At night
you could tell where the fast line down the rapids was by the gleam from the crocodiles' eyes – they'd be sitting there waiting for fish, but they ended up getting us instead." 

What exactly Bycroft has in store for competitors this year will stay under wraps for just a few more weeks, but visiting international racers shouldn't be too alarmed. There are no
stinging trees and crocodiles down in the wilds of Tasmania – the cold climate and the giant sharks saw them off eons ago...  

Written by Patrick Kinsella

For more, see www.arwc2011.com and www.xpd.com.au – where armchair adventures will be able to follow all the action as it happens through live tracker and regularly updated and
team blogs direct from the field.
19 September 2011 - Wildrun - The Merrell Addicts successfully completed the 3-day 120km staged trail run along the beautiful Wild Coast from Kei River to Hole in the Whole. Addicts
Donovan Sims and Hanno Smit lead from start to finish evenetually tying for first place, while Tatum Prins finished 2nd women and 9th overall. Graham Bird finishing in 12th position.
23 August 2011 - Trans Baviaans MTB race - Addicts Donovan Sims and Hanno Smit compete in this 230km MTB race from Willowmore to Jefferies Bay, finishing is a very credible 10th
position. Hanno had this to report: 

"This race runs annually between Willowmore and Jeffrey’s Bay via the Baviaanskloof Mega Reserve and covers a distance of 230km. This year however the route was altered to run
just north of the Baviaans, towards Steytlerville and then crossing the Grootrivier to Patensie and on to Jeffrey’s and was aptly termed “Langs-Baviaans”. It also covered an extra
5km’s, ascended an additional 300m and finished with a slightly different route with slightly slower tracks. The reason for this: too much water in the Kouga river, badly eroded roads
and the Authorities denying the race to take place along the Baviaanskloof.

In the back of my mind I quickly formulated a new race format: faster, maybe a bit shorter as the road looks straighter and less climbing and that equals at least 30 minutes faster
than our last ride!

The reality: Donovan and I lined up with full summer racing kit on, looking half foolish amidst the herd of cyclists dressed up like sheep or some like polar bears! Our intention was to
ride solidly, but by no means race flat-out as we simply just started training again and need to do a build-up over the next 3 months in order to peak in November. We were lucky
enough to have full support along the route from the Merrell guys. 

Don ended up not paying much attention to our “solid approach” as he stormed through the Grootrivier like a wounded Wildebeest with myself in tow. The race went along without
any disasters  or the sort and we completed the new route in just under 10 hours, which was incidentally almost 30 minutes faster than our previous ride, but it was by no means
easier and I’m tempted to say that it might have been more testing.

Hats off to our Merrell backup crew for their Spartan support and child like enthusiasm. Smelly."
11 August 2011 - Katberg Sky Trail - Addict Don Sims reports in after finishing
second at the Katberg Sky Trail - "On Saturday, 30th July, I had the privilege of
taking part in the first Katberg Sky Trail, a 35km trail run that started on the
Katberg golf course and then had us traversing the forests and mountains, that
make this area so special.

We got off to a fairly quick start that had us off the golf course and onto some
great single-track, that wound under an indigenous forest canopy and crossing
some icy streams. This was the perfect conditions for me to open a small lead on
the chasing pack. It was not long before the single track was over and we were
onto a forestry road that offered us amazing views. This road turned into a beast
of a climb that went on for 6kms and the half way mark at 1600 metres above
sea level. My road work apparently needs a bit of attention, as my lead was
quickly closed down to a mere 20 seconds. From here the route moved onto a
mountain pass, that ran us through snow and bramble covered path, before we
reached the forest road that ran us to the finish line. I was able to open a lead
on the chasers again on the mountain path and hoped it would be enough as
these guys were really fast on the road. Due to the heavy snow fall, just days
before the race, there were fallen trees lying across the road every now and
then. I thought this might also play in my favour. As I reached the golf course,
just 500 meters to the finish, I was reeled in by Mike Els, a trail runner from PE.
In my wildest dreams I never thought that I would be involved in a “sprint
finish” after a 35km trail run. Hats off to Mike, he had the gas in the tank, and
beat me by a mere 5 seconds, great race.

Thanks to Liam and his crew for this awesome event, I am sure there will be
allot more to follow. I ran the race in my favourite piece of equipment, my
Merrell Seismics, these really are the most amazing pair of running shoes I have
ever run in. Merrell have really got a winner in this shoe. Thanks again to
Merrell for making it easy for me to “GET OUTSIDE”. Tiny Don Sims"
11 August 2011 - Merrell Adventure Addicts Supersport Production - At the 500km Expedition Africa
Adventure Race held in May 2011, the Merrell Adventure Addicts were filmed by the guys from D4 Productions
throughout their 61 hours on the way to winning the event.  The 52 minute feature documenting an Adventure
Race from the perspective of the Merrell Adventure Addicts was shown numerous times on DSTV's Supersport
Channel. Checkout a three min trailer to the production below. The full 52 min feature has also been uploaded
to Vimeo and can also be seen below. The are both worth watching. Captivating viewing.
 

Sorry
This video does not exist.

vimeo
           

http://www.d4productions.co.za/site/default.asp
http://www.d4productions.co.za/site/default.asp
http://vimeo.com/
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Polar

    
11 August 2011 - Merrell Adventure Addicts - Coverage - Over the past few months the Addicts have featured in a number of publications around the country. They appeared on the
cover of the Jul/Aug Go Multi Magazine, which also included a great article on the teams dynamic. The team also appeared on the cover of Sports Trader. The teams race report and
comments about the Expedition Africa also featured in both the Modern Athlete Magazine and Do it Now magazine. Go checkout the magazines!

                                            

            

11 August 2011 - Freedom Extreme Triathlon - It has now been a month since Addicts Graham
Bird and Tatum Prins became the 7th and 8th athletes to complete the Freedom Extreme Triathlon
since its inception in 2001. 

The extreme event kicked
off with a 68km trail run up
the Umgeni River in KZN on
the 18th June. Tatum had a
storming run clocking 7h51
and finished first women
and fourth overall. Graham
taking 8h59 in 11th
position. The main part of
the extreme event started
the following day, a
2250km MTB ride from
Pietermaritzburg to Paarl.
Navigation is via course
notes and 89x1:50,000
topographical maps and competitors were required to carry all required kit and spares, passing through 25 support
stations (various farms & guesthouses) along the route where accommodation and food was available. An
unexplainable but truly spectacular journey and undoubtedly the best way to see and experience the country. 
Graham and Tatum had a relaxed pace and enjoyed the views and hospitality offered by the farmers along the
way, arriving at the finish at Diemersfontein just outside Paarl in the Western Cape after 19 days and 8 hours. 
Tatum breaking the women’s record for the ride in the process (see
Press Release below). After four days rest, the final leg of the triathlon
began in Paarl. The 4 day, 250km Berg River Canoe Marathon. Graham
calling on his years of paddling experience finishing in a very credible

27th position, in 18h50. Tatum, competing in her first K1 race, performed fantastically finishing in 24h01 and 229th position. Tatum becoming
the first women to complete the Freedom Extreme Triathlon.  High fives all-round and some well earned rest!

See the full GoogleEarth tracks of the 2568km, 20 and half day journey across South Africa that was recorded via the Polar Heart Monitors and
the Polar G3 unit.

See a slideshow of pictures from the Freedom Challenge here and a video of moments from the 20 day ride across the country here.

"WOMEN PREVAIL IN TOUGH CHALLENGE
It has been described as the toughest race in South Africa.  It is mentally and physically demanding and in 2011 40 percent of those who left
Pietermaritzburg at the start of the 2300km Freedom Challenge Race Across South Africa failed to reach the finish at Diemersfontein outside
Cape Town.  On Friday, 7 July 2011, three women completed this tough challenge.

Finishing early on Friday morning and setting a new race record of 19 days 07 hours and 55 minutes in the women’s category was Tatum Prins of Merrell Adventure Addicts.  Not only
did Tatum break the five year old women’s record but she is now on course to become the first woman to complete the Freedom Challenge Extreme Triathlon.  On 18 June, the day
before she started her record breaking mountain bike ride, Tatum participated in the 75km Umgeni River Run from Durban to Pietermaritzburg, finishing in a remarkable 4th place
overall.  On Wednesday Tatum will start the third leg of the Extreme Triathlon when she leaves Paarl as a participant in the 240km 4 day Berg River Canoe Marathon.

Also finishing on Friday was Knysna resident Joan Louwrens. Turning 60 later this year Joan becomes the oldest female finisher in the Freedom Challenge and one of the oldest all time
finishers.  Leaving Pietermaritzburg 6 days before Tatum in one of the earlier batches, Joan finished 11 hours and 50 minutes inside the 26 day cut off.  “It was huge” she said.

The third woman to finish on Friday was Di Thomas of Daytrippers.  Participating in the event for the second time, Di spoke of how wonderful it had been to be able to complete the
journey with her 20 year son, Ricky.  The two left Pietermaritzburg the day after Joan and finally caught her at the last overnight stop.

With all remaining riders now at the Diemersfontein finish attention turns to Tatum Prins and Graham Bird of Team Merrell Adventure Addicts to see whether they are both able to
complete the Berg River Canoe Marathon and claim the Basutho blankets that have been awarded to all other Freedom Challenge finishers."
11 August 2011 - Lighter side of serious – Some photos from the maestro Jacques Marais Media of the addicts in a jovial mood after a successful Expedition Africa. 

   

http://www.doitnow.co.za/
http://www.gomulti.co.za/
http://www.freedomchallenge.org.za/
http://www.gomulti.co.za/
http://www.sportstrader.co.za/
http://www.modernathlete.co.za/
http://www.doitnow.co.za/
http://www.doitnow.co.za/
http://www.modernathlete.co.za/
http://www.gomulti.co.za/
http://www.modernathlete.co.za/
http://www.sportstrader.co.za/
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/Freedom%20Extreme%20Triathlon%202011.kmz
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/Freedom%20Extreme%20Triathlon%202011.kmz
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXgi3Bs0o3Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kfm_9Od0Efc
http://jacquesmarais.co.za/
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15 June 2011 - Freedom Extreme Triathlon - Merrell Adventure Addicts, Graham Bird and Tatum Prins, will be competing in
the Freedom Extreme Triathlon which starts in Pietermaritzburg this Saturday and ends in Veldrif on the 16th July after
2600km of trail running, mountain biking and paddling. See a video where Graham and Tatum talk about the upcoming journey
here.

The event kicks off with the one day 75km Umgeni River Run on Saturday 18th June. On Sunday 19th June at 06h00, the most
significant part of the Extreme Triathlon, "Ride across South Africa" Mountain bike leg kicks off. This is a non-stop unsupported
2300km ride from Pietermaritzburg to Paarl. The route is off the beaten track and see's the competitors winding through
district roads jeep tracks, singletrack and cattle paths as they navigate using 89 preprinted maps and compass (no navigational
GPS's allowed). The route has numerous hike-a-bike sections along the way. Competitors have to check in at 25 support
stations along the way where they will be provided with food and accommodation should they chose to stop and rest. These
support stations are farm houses, missions, schools, hotels in very remote parts of South Africa. As part of the race
preparation each competitor packed 25 x 2L containers with a small amount of supplies that will be collected from each
support station. Other than this, competitors are expected to be self sufficient and carry all other equipment and clothing that
is needed, including bike spares etc. With this challenge being held in Mid Winter, the competitors can expect to face all the

http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/JMM-2011_JMM3015.jpg
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/JMM-2011_JMM2949.jpg
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/JMM-2011_JMM2862.jpg
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/JMM-2011_JMM2845.jpg
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/From%2013%20Aug%202011/JMM-2011_JMM2800.jpg
http://www.freedomchallenge.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=712&Itemid=100063
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBR_1e5Vm-4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBR_1e5Vm-4
http://www.kzntrailrunning.co.za/?p=127
http://www.freedomchallenge.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=709&Itemid=100119
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harsh winter temperatures that the Eastern and Western Cape are known for.  The final leg of the triathlon is the four day,
240km Berg River Canoe Marathon. This canoe race starts in Paarl on the 12th July and finishes four days later in Veldrif. 

Follow Graham and Tatum in this unbelievable journey across South Africa via the Merrell Adventure Addicts Facebook page,
the Merrell Adventure Addicts Twitter and various You Tube videos on the Merrell Adventure Addicts Channel. The Merrell
Adventure Addicts site will carry live streams from these on the home page. The Freedom Challenge Website will also carry
updates on the competitors including a function for live GPS tracking.
14 June 2011 - Merrell Adventure Addicts Supersport Production - At the recent 500km Expedition Africa Adventure Race,
the guys from D4 Productions filmed the Merrell Adventure Addicts throughout their 61 hours on the way to winning the
event.  The 52 minute feature documenting an Adventure Race from the perspective of the Merrell Adventure Addicts will be
show on DSTV's Supersport Channel. The show will premier on Supersport Channel 201 (SS1) on the 27th June at 19h30 and will
then be repeated a further 7 times over the course of the following two weeks. The full broadcast schedule is below: 

SCHDATE STTIME ENTIME CHA_SHORT_NAME LIVEINFO
27-Jun-11 19:30 20:30 SS1 Premier

28-Jun-11 11:00 12:00 SS2 Repeat

29-Jun-11 20:00 21:00 SS5 Repeat

30-Jun-11 14:00 15:00 SS7 Repeat

02-Jul-11 10:30 11:30 SS7 Repeat

04-Jul-11 13:00 14:00 SS2 Repeat

05-Jul-11 15:00 16:00 SS6 Repeat

07-Jul-11 19:30 20:30 SS6 Repeat
14 June 2011 - First Ascent join as apparel sponsors - The Merrell Adventure Addicts, Graham Bird and
Tatum Prins have chosen leading South Africa outdoor gear manufacturer, First Ascent to provide the cold
weather gear to get them through the extreme Freedom Challenge. During the challenge the pair are
expected to encounter extreme winter conditions with temperatures well below zero. 

First Ascent is South Africa’s leading specialist outdoor gear manufacturer. We design and manufacture our
equipment using a perfect blend of technology, cutting edge materials and manufacturing techniques, and
extreme-tested designs. Who would have known that when the first product rolled off our modest
production line in 1989, that First Ascent would become the well known brand it is today. First Ascent had
become synonymous with world class designs and quality. When you wear a First Ascent garment, the First
Ascent logo and lizard represent the enormous heritage that accompanies our brand. So wear it and be
proud, we certainly are! It’s in our blood, is it in yours? Our factory is not enormous, but is filled with
people who care, people who strive for perfection. But most of all – “We make good stuff”, and people
know it.

Every item of First Ascent gear is made by passionate outdoor fanatics for real people who do real outdoor pursuits. Worn and used by ordinary people every day, as well as many of
South Africa’s leading extremists in some of the most inhospitable places on earth, our products are designed to keep you comfortable under harsh conditions – and perhaps even save
your life.
4 June 2011 - Merrell Shoe Review - The Merrell Adventure Addicts use the CTR Crusie and the Seismic as the shoes of
choice to take them at the Garmin Wartrail and the Expedition Africa. The Seismic has proved to be a brilliant all-round
shoe and is ideal for the short tar road runs, short trail runs and the long tough expedition legs encounted on the
Wartrail and Expedition Africa.  See reviews from the team.....more.

Graham Bird –  NTR Seismic:  The Seismic has been the best all round running shoe I have run in. It is comfortable on
the tar and on the trail and has been brilliant on any run I have done from my short 30 min training runs to the long
expedition legs on an Adventure Race that have taken over 10 hours. You can feel the lightness of the shoe when you
wear them. The sole provides the right amount of cushioning on all surfaces, equally as comfortable on the tar, jeep
tracks, gravel roads, rocky sections, river traversing, beach and total off road.  I have also found the shoe to be
extremely stable and offering ample support which is vital in trail running.  Go get a pair and GET OUTSIDE!!

Donovan Sims – NTR Seismic: I raced the Expedition
Africa Race using two pairs of Seismics, and once again
as in the past these shoes have impressed. They were
put to test on tar, beach, mountain and gravel road. I
have in the past had problems with rolling my ankles
BUT throughout the whole race, I never rolled an ankle.
The shoe is a comfortable, stable shoe that I would
recommend to anyone.

Hanno Smit – NTR Seismic: This is Merrell’s latest trail
running shoe and it is revolutionary in its design and
performance. The Seismic maintains that essential
quality of giving you the protection you need over harsh
terrain, but being lighter and less bulky, it allows for a
more unrestricted run and a better “feel” for the trail
surface. This is a pure running shoe with the
characteristics of a technical shoe, brilliant!

Hanno Smit - CTR Cruise: Merrell’s primary trail running shoe before the Seismic’s arrival. This shoe is extremely comfortable and gives excellent protection from harsh mountainous
terrain and thus better suited to longer runs or simply just tackling aggressive terrain.

26 May 2011 - SAFM Interviews - Merrell Adventure Addicts Captain Graham Bird was interviewed by SAFM Sport before and after
the Expedition Africa. The interviews were about the sport of Adventure Racing and about the Expedition Africa. Listen to the Pre
Race interview that was aired on Saturday 7th May (here) and the Post Race interview that was aired on Saturday 14th May (here). 

25 May 2011 - Go Multi Magazine - Go vote for the MERRELL Adventure Addicts to be
on the cover of the next issue of @gomulti magazine.  http://on.fb.me/imRcAn

17 May 2011 - Expedition Africa - Race Reports - The race reports from each of the Merrell
Adventure Addicts detailing

http://www.firstascent.co.za/
http://www.freedomchallenge.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=100001
http://www.safm.co.za/
http://www.windhoekberg.co.za/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Merrell-Adventure-Addicts/149201771820435?sk=wall
http://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=merrelladvadd
http://www.youtube.com/user/GrahamTweetBird?feature=mhee
http://www.freedomchallenge.org.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=frontpage&Itemid=100001
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/SAFM%20interview%20-%207%20May%202011%20-%2018%2023.mp3
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/SAFM%20interview%20-%2014%20May%202011%20-%2016-20-00.m4a
http://on.fb.me/imRcAn
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their thoughts on the win at
last weeks Expedition Africa are below. Also checkout a slide show with
images of the team in action here (updated 16 May 2011).

Graham “Tweet” Bird’s
report: 
Over the past few years the
Merrell Adventure Addicts
have competed in numerous
Adventure Racing World
Series Races all over the
globe. When we heard in the
second half of 2010 that
Kinetic (Stephan and Heidi
Muller) would be putting on a
500km Expedition Adventure
Race here in South Africa we
were tremendously excited!
The last 500km expedition
style race held in South
Africa was in August 2008.
Finally all the local
Adventure Racers in South
Africa could get to
experience a “long”
expedition style race that we
so loved to do and we would
be able to race in our
wonderful country!!

When our team met to set
our goals and objectives for 2011, Expedition Africa was highlighted as a priority together with the Adventure Racing World Championships (ARWC) in Tasmania, Australia in November
2011. We decided our year would be broken into two, with the first build up being to Expedition Africa and the second being to ARWC. Having competed in numerous Adventure Racing
World Series Races around the globe, the team has gain a large amount of experience at racing these long expedition races. Through these races we had our fair share of ups and downs
with some races going our way and others not.  In all our team discussions in building up to Expedition Africa we felt it was time to change our normal race strategy, which had always
seen us start more conservatively and come through stronger in the later stages.  Though this strategy had worked well on some races it had also cost us positions in others.  We decided
that it was time that we tried going out hard from the start and trying to maintain the pace through the race.  The Expedition Africa was an ideal race for us to work on changing our
strategy.  When Kinetic announced a few weeks before the start that they expected the leaders to take approximately 54 hours, this confirmed our thoughts and made it clear that a
change in strategy was needed in order to secure the top position, which we had set as our goal. 

To say our preparations for Expedition Africa had gone well would be an exaggeration.  Each of us had suffered setbacks through the preceding months, none more so than Tatum whom
went through some hectic setbacks.  But such is the support, strength and dynamics in our team that we all got through and arrived at the race in fine form and excited to be racing in
South Africa again. 

Aside from the fact that this race was on home soil, the pre race packing and logistical arrangements were easy compared to the previous expedition style events that we have done. 
This was a combination of the exper
ience, giving us an understanding of exactly what
we needed and the fact that the race organisers,
Kinetic, had made things as simple as possible
for teams to just arrive at the start.  They had
provided the race kayaks, race boxes and the
bike boxes. In addition the race registration,
briefing, map and course book handout, gear
checks, transition box hand-in were all well
organised and structured by Kinetic in such a way
to reduce the stress on us the racers and make it
as painless a process as possible.  By 16h00 on
Sunday, a full 15 hours before race start we had
completed all our preparations. This gave us a
full 8 hours sleep before meeting at the race
village at 05h30 on Monday, 9th May for transport
to the start.  This was awesome and something I
don’t think I have ever experienced in a race
before.  It allowed one to arrive at the start
relaxed and well rest rather than in the usual
tired and panicked state. 

The race was made up of 11 legs with
approximately: 127km of trekking over 5 legs;
50km paddling over 2 legs; 323km mountain
biking over 4 legs.  Based on the information we
had been provided at the briefing, the race
booklet, the maps and the Q & A session, we had
produced a race guide (see inserted) which we
carried showing the legs and all the various
information we needed in order to carry out our
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race strategy. We had predicted a race time of
approximately 51h30.  We realized this was an
estimate as we were still to see the actual maps
for the second half of the race. 

The first paddle leg had been planned to include
8km of sea paddling from the new harbour in
Hermanus, via the old harbour, to the lagoon
mouth at the Grotto. Being a team that was
proficient in paddling we were relishing the idea
of this leg and looking forward to hopefully
opening up a small margin on the other teams. 
On the morning of the start, the race director
made the decision to cancel the sea paddling
portion of the paddle due to high winds and a
rough sea. Though I could understand and
sympathize with the race director, I felt that by
race directors in local races continually
cancelling or amending paddling legs condones
the fact that local Adventure Racing teams do
not get out there and train their paddling. 

Our race got off to a great start and we had
built up a ten minute lead by the end of the first
two legs.  On the third leg, which mentally was
the toughest for me with a flat 15km gravel road
run followed by 15km beach run, we ran out of
water and were all a bit dehydrated at the end
of the beach when we found a cottage for some water.  Again the team managed this and we arrived at the end of the third leg with a 13 minute lead.  Heading out into the night on
the 140km MTB, the team was in good spirits.  Following a short two minute stop for some food and map changing, I made a very stupid navigational error. I completely missed a simple
turn only realizing 6km and a major downhill later. After a quick review of the situation we decided to rather alter our planned route and get the next CP from the other direction.  This
was devastating for the team and I must thank my team mates for their understanding and support with error. They just accepted it and got on with the task of minimizing our loses.  We
went from having a 10 min lead to being 35mins behind. Following this we also began paying for our earlier pace on the 50km of trekking on the ope
ning legs and began slowing down. A quick 15min power nap solved this and we finished the
MTB 55min behind Cyanosis and 15 mins behind Accelerate. This motivated us to get out of
transition fast and onto the 47km trekking leg which we felt was going to be one of the
defining legs of the race.  A good route choice to the first CP saw us pass Accelerate. From
this point you could either take a slightly longer route, heading down off the ridge on a jeep
track and using the paths and roads on the valley floor to get across to where you headed
back into the mountains for the next CP or your could stay up on the ridge line bush
whacking across to the point.  We chose the former.  This worked out well for us with
Cyanosis popping out just behind us after the next CP having chosen the ridge option. Over
the remainder of the leg we continued with our consistent pace arriving at mid camp after
31 hours of racing and with a 1h04 lead over Cyanosis and 3h46 over Accelerate. Feeling
refreshed and in good spirits after the 5 hour stop we agreed that we would continue with
our consistent pace and aim to extent the gap to the chasing teams. We did this fantastically
and had opened the gap to 2h30 by the end of the paddle leg and finally finishing the race
with a 3 hour lead over Cyanosis and 05h56 lead over Accelerate. As we had expected the
47km trekking leg had proved decisive in the race. We managed to be two hours quicker
than the chasing teams which I believe was pivotal in us setting up race victory.  

The race route, though seeming easy at first glance, turned out to be challenging and well
worthy of an expedition adventure race. The speed at which the legs were raced made it
challenging for the top and experienced teams while the navigation, terrain and length of the
legs made it challenging for the novice and slower teams. All 22 teams that started the race
crossed the finish line, with some doing short course, some missing a member and some
missing a few CP’s. This is a wonderful ac
hievement and
congratulations
must go to all
that crossed the
finish line!
Hopefully the
seed for true
expedition style
adventure racing
has been planted
and we will
continue to see
the numbers
attempting and
finishing these
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long races grow.  

I always find
myself learning
something new
about myself in
these races. You
hit rock bottom,
you go through
heaven and hell,
you see dark
places within
yourself, you go
through highs and
lows, you feel so
broken you can’t
continue, you
feel joy and
happiness and
ultimately a huge
sense of
achievement
upon completing
the course and
the feeling that
you can do
anything you set
your mind to! I
hope this race
has allowed a
new batch of
adventure racers
out there to
discover this and the old seasoned racers to rediscovery their passion for the sport.

The organisation of Kinetics’ Stephan and Heidi Muller and their team was top class, making this race one of the best organised races I have been to. They have the necessary passion,
drive and experience and this comes through in all the finer details that make their races world class. Bring on May 2012 and Expedition Africa 2012! 

Our teams strong bond and understanding for one another was instrumental in the team working brilliantly together to race at a consistently fast pace and recover from the navigational
and dehydration issues along the route. We continually worked as a team ensuring that we assisted one another through each’s bad patches. To quote from one of Hanno’s mails to the
team after the race: “Thanks for the great race and for Hobbit encouraging me to vomit one more time to empty my gut! That was team work at its best I’d say...” We had one of our
best races ever with just about everything going right. This was refreshing after our last race in Spain where everything just seemed to go wrong. So how can you manage things so they
always go right?? As always it is an honor and privilege to race with three of my closest and dearest friends! Thank you Tatum, Hanno and Donovan for another wonderful shared
experience.

Tatum “Hobbit” Prins report:
One would think that after so many races you don’t take away as much from them anymore. They are so unbelievably wrong. You can race 1000 races and still every single one of them
you will take away something...

For me this race was a very important one. After a pretty rough start to the year and not much racing, deliberating whether I should or should not be racing and all the emotions that go
with that I needed this race to be a great one. My body, mind and soul were craving the feeling I get when I get out there and race with “my boys.”

Standing on the start line in Hermanus I have never felt more nervous for a race before. I tried to pretend to all around me I was fine, you know, “I’m such a old hat at this why would
this affect me so much now?” I was so worried I was going to let the team down, not so much physically but more mentally and this played on me the whole race. Before each new leg
started I would share with one of my team mates just how scared I was, was I suddenly going to crack and lose the plot? I so hoped not and as each leg was completed I felt more and
more relief and more confident about my abilities. The weight that lifted off my shoulders as the race went on was indescribable.

The race started hard and fast, just what we expected. We ran at high speed
around the town and surrounding mountains collecting points. (Nothing like a quick
14km’s to get the heart pumping and legs burning.) We finished that 1st leg right
with Cyanosis. We knew then the first couple of legs were going to be tight and to
make a break was going to be near impossible. We hopped on the boats hoping to
gain some time on them but little did we know we were in for quite a paddle. The
headwind was strong. The waves it caused were so big that Tiny and I who were
sitting in the front of the boats took huge strain with the cold. Just a couple hours
into the race and already the thought of hyperthermia popped into my mind. It was
crazy!  Wow – what a start! We didn’t waste any time hopping off the boat. We
started on our 36km running leg but again it didn’t take long to start singing “hello
darkness my old friend’. We ran along this long monotonous gravel road for what felt
like an age. We knew we had Cyanosis right on our tails so there was no room for
even a second’s break (I even considered peeing while I was running!!) I was pretty
thankful when we hit the beach, the cool wind made a difference and the change of
scenery did wonders for the mind. It was also great to suddenly find ourselves what
felt like the middle of nowhere and just the 4 of us.

It was on this leg we ran into our first set back. Even with all our years experience
we decided to skimp on water, go lighter which hopefully means go faster. Big
mistake! We ran out of water which resulted in Smelly vomiting on the side of the
road with dehydration. At a point like this there is nothing you can do but just sit
tight, offer support and help in any way and hope the team behind are not catching.
I remember looking back and hoping not to see them but it didn’t take long and our
Smelly was back on his feet.

Ten minutes into
transition we got
our first surprise of

the race. Team Accelerate had over taken Cyanosis and were in great spirits. That got us going. We headed out on the
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140km mountain bike and swore we would remain consistent on the ride and hopefully hold our lead. Next mistake...with
all the adrenalin and excitement we missed a vital turn which cost us about 35min.Suddenly we went from 1st place to
3rd. 

Arriving at the next transition we were 45min behind Cyanosis and 15min behind Team Accelerate. “OK we can do this!!”
This was going to be a tricky navigational section and depending on our route choice we could maybe make up some
time. We did just that. As the sun was rising we turned around to see Cyanosis walking up the road behind us. “Game
on!”  (I wanted to give Tweet a big smacker of a kiss!)
From this point on we continued to keep our lead but we have a saying in our team, “It ain’t over till the fat lady
sings.” Throughout the rest of the race we continued to race as hard and as consistently as we could knowing that at
any moment something could change.

Only once we arrived at the final leg which was a 7km orienteering section did we start to feel that we almost had it in
the bag. No one wanted to say it but our excitement was building. Eventually after  500km’s, 61 hours nonstop racing, 3
hours sleep, we crossed the line in first place. There is no better feeling in the world. We achieved what we set out to
do!

As wonderful as it was to win this race and as great as it was to achieve this, this is not what I took out of it. For me
this race was about all the novice racers out there who came to do this race to challenge themselves mentally and
physically. To push themselves to the limits for the first time. It was a great inspiration to see these teams cross the
finish line knowing just how much it took them to get there, the high’s and low’s they would have experienced. The
friendships made and the real life adventure they had. We are such a privileged group of people to do what we do, to
have the opportunity to learn so much about ourselves and experience so much. 

A huge thank you to Stephan and Heidi for a brilliant event so well thought out and organized. We salute you and are
forever grateful for you putting big AR races back on the map in SA. It makes us so proud to be a part of it.

To my 3 best friends, thank you again for yet another race, another week, another time spent together experiencing life
and adventure as only we know how. Thank you for making me feel so safe and forever being by my side in and out of
racing.

Lastly a massive well done to everyone who got to the start line and conquered Expedition Africa!!! See you there again
next year!  

Over and out. Hobs.

Donovan “Tiny” Sims report:
Monday 9th May had the Addicts at
the start of the first Expedition Africa
500km Adventure race. This was one
of the high lights of our calendar year
and a race that we had “tagged” for a
win (I know, no pressure right). We
had done the training needed and felt
really confident about the race.

We started with a 15 km run that took
us through Hermanus , collecting
check points in and around town, and
ended on the beach where we had our
first transition, from foot to boat.

The whole paddle was into the teeth
of the wind, and with Hobbit and I
sitting in front of the boats we got to
experience the “uncut” version of the
race. This was for me the toughest
section of the race, I got so cold I was
having trouble moving my jaw
muscles, but we pushed through and
managed to open a small lead
between the chasing teams.

The next trekking leg was fast as we
ran the WHOLE way; we did manage
to run out of water for about an hour
but met up with an angel and a hose
pipe. That sorted that problem out.
We ran into the next transition having
opened the lead a little more.

Next we where onto the 140km bike,
other than a small nav error (we were
all having too much fun and missed
the turn) which cost us two positions
this leg went really well.

We left the next transition on foot,
45mins behind Cyanosis and 15mins
behind the UK team. Thanks to some
great nav’ing by Captain Tweet, we
caught and left these two teams
before the compulsory 5hr stop. Here
we ate and recovered and had some
really “gross” looking stuff rubbed
onto our legs (which by the way
WORKED SO WELL). We had a couple
hours snooze and were ready to leave
with 4mins to spare.

From here on the race was pretty much a blur to me, we raced really well pushing and encouraging each other all the way. We made a few good decisions at the right times and this
made the 105km bike, the 20km paddle (fighting sleep monsters all the way), the 70km bike and the 7km orienteering course fly by.

The orienteering took us 1h45, and having finished before any other team had arrived to start, we knew we had this race in the bag. The Hobbit lead us to the finish 8kms away, and I
must say, I was really struggling to hold back the emotions on that last bit, this win meant so much to me and my team mates on so many levels.

I remember standing under the finishing banner with my team and having this overwhelming feeling of accomplishment, thanks guys. 
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To Stephan and Heidi, I really feel that you guys have out done yourselves with this AMAZING event, WELL DONE. Merrell, our sponsor, thanks for making racing for you so much easier.
We looked and felt like a team. The shoes on the trekking legs, again, impressed so much. Thanks for all you done for us. The Black Diamond headlights were brilliant, especially the
ICON, great product. PVM thanks for the fuel that keeps us going, I never get tired of eating or drinking your products.

Last but by no means least to MY teammates. Before I joined you guys you were always the team I wanted to beat but that was because YOU were the team I wanted to be. Tweet,
always keeping it real and playing a real captains role. Hobbit, I am sure you are tired of being called the glue that keeps o
ur team together but that really does describe you best , I have never raced with any “girl” as strong
as you were this race, great race. Smelly, you legend, always there to pick up the pieces and to offer
some words of wisdom in your own special way. Thanks guys, you really made this my best race to
date.
Can’t wait to “GET OUTSIDE” with you guys again. Tiny

Hanno “Smelly” Smit’s report:
Wow, our first local expedition style AR since 2008! It was very exciting to see all the new faces and
all the new teams arriving in Hermanus full of excitement and commitment for this long awaited racing
adventure.

The other exciting aspect about this race was the novel idea of filming our team in real time whilst
racing! I certainly cannot recall having ever witnessed an adventure racing team being filmed
continuously for the duration of a race of this length. Andrew King and Zayne Botha from D4
Productions covered all the bases and one has to commend them on this feat, which was not only a
huge physical challenge, but also a logistical challenge second to none.

The race kicked off in great weather from the historical old harbour in Hermanus. We went hard and
completed this leg with Cyanosis, where we jumped into our boats into a gusting Easterly towards
Stanford. The two front paddlers took a lot of water onto them and resulted in them being
hypothermic, but still able to continue running towards Gansbaai for the next leg. On this hiking leg we
took far too little water with us and it resulted in us being radically dehydrated by the time we
reached civilization and water. I drank a huge quantity of water in a matter of a minute or two and
this resulted in me getting a blown up stomach, which soon turned into vomiting- a word that makes
me shiver when it comes to racing as I know far too well the consequences of vomiting: slow recovery
and guaranteed cramping. This was exactly what lay ahead of me for the night. 

When we reached the sandy tracks down at the coast around Quin Point, the pace dropped off slightly
and I managed to drink more liquid and take in critical salt replacements than what I was expending.
This meant a much faster recovery for me and our team started speeding up again going into the big
mountain trek, but with an hour deficit to the leading Cyanosis.

We knew that the 47km mountain trek was going to be the defining leg in the race and we therefore
put in a concerted effort. Our route up the mountain was different to the two teams ahead of us,
Cyanosis and the British team, Accelerate. We aimed at staying on jeep track for as long as possible
and as much as possible and on reaching the second control point of this leg we had already passed
both

teams in front of us. From
here on to the midway
camp we opened up
another hour on Cyanosis,
with Accelerate about
another two hours behind
Cyanosis.

This lead only opened up
gradually from here
onwards. The next bike leg
was another fast district
road ride and was followed
by another shorter
mountain hike where we
would end up spending our
only sleep of around 10 minutes (other than the midway camp sleep) and then descended into the gorge for
an exciting bit of kloofing, hereafter we entered the town of Villiersdorp and the venue for the last paddling
leg on the Theewaterskloof dam. Beautiful paddling conditions lead to a comfortable and unrushed paddle and
then followed by a final 70km district road ride to the Hemel en Aarde valley, where the race concluded with
a short orienteering run.

To all the other teams who were out there competing in this race: hats off to you all for finishing your first
big one and to those old hands: hats off for doing it in such modesty.
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Our team has set ourselves a number of important races during the year, which culminates with the AR World Series Champs in Tasmania in November. This race we had earmarked as one
of the important stepping stones for the year and our goal was not only to win this race, but to race it confidently and boldly. This we achieved in grand style and make us even more
confident in our charge for the World Champs. Smell

Download a PDF of the race report here.
13 May 2011 - www.ar.co.za Podcast - Merrell Adventure Addicts' captain Graham Bird was interviewed by Lisa De Speville from www.ar.co.za. Listen to the podcast at www.ar.co.za
12 May 2011 -Merrell Adventure Addicts triumph at Expedition Africa -
 The MERRELL Adventure Addicts cemented their position as South Africa’s
blue-chip AR team with a near-flawless race at this week’s 500km
Expedition Africa, presented by Kinetic. After more than 60hrs of non-stop
racing, they claimed top of the podium ahead of local rivals Cyanosis and a
gutsy Team Accelerate from the UK.
 
Outdoor events do not come more brutal or challenging than Expedition
Africa. Imagine a grueling route through the southern Cape mountains, with
teams of four running, mountain biking, hiking, paddling and canyoning
through the night. Made up of a mix of both male and female athletes,
these AR foursomes have to be totally self-sufficient and must navigate to
check point’s using topographical maps and compasses.
 
Sleep on Expedition Africa is reduced to a compulsory 5hr break midway
during the race, as well as the occasional snatch of shuteye in a ditch along
the road or huddled together in a dark pine forest. This is adventure racing,
the so-called ‘Sport of the Gods’, and it is certainly not for the faint-
hearted.
 
The MERRELL Adventure Addicts definitely do not suffer from any heart
condition, and so far their 2011 has been a massive year. Wins and podium
places in events such as the Garden Route 300km MTB Challenge and a
number of other events led to the GARMIN Wartrail, a 3-day suffer fest of
extreme trail running, MTB and paddling in the remote northern part of the
Eastern Cape. ‘The Addicts’ went ballistic along the course – 60km run,
130km bike and 60km paddle - to once more hold aloft some serious
silverware.
 
However, the ultimate test of their ‘Merrell mettle’ was to be the brutal
Expedition Africa, a true expedition-style, non-stop Adventure Race. This
multi-disciplinary event, presented by Kinetic, combines the full gamut of
adventure sports, and teams from all over SA (as well as a few international
athletes) joined MERRELL Adventure Addicts on the start line in the village of Hermanus.

 

When the start gun went at dawn on Monday morning of May 9th, few racers better understood the pain and suffering that lay ahead. The MERRELL Adventure Addicts, however, never
once showed any hesitation as they surged ahead with the 22 other teams to rise to the challenge. Awaiting them was a minimum of three days of racing along a 500km route
crisscrossing the southern Cape mountains and the gorgeous Whale Coast. 
 

“I knew this would be an extreme test of team dynamics, fitness and commitment”, said team captain Graham Bird, “but our
build-up has been superb”. Tatum Prins, lone female ‘Addict’ and long-time stalwart agreed that the team had never been
hungrier for glory: “These are ‘My Boys’, and God knows, I will go through hellfire with them”.
 
Before the end of Expedition Africa, the MERRELL Adventure Addicts figuratively did just this. They ran from Hermanus
through the Fernkloof and Walker Bay Nature Reserves to Gansbaai (a quick mountain marathon), then got on their bikes for
a 140km MTB crank to Bredasdorp. Now thoroughly warmed up, they trekked through the night along the ridgeline of the
Grootrivier ranges to Salmonsdam Nature Reserve. 
 
At the midway camp here race rules forced the team to rest for 5hrs after going full tilt for more than 30hrs with less than
15min sleep. So far, first position had been swapped a couple of times with Team Cyanosis, but MERRELL Adventure Addicts
felt confident that they had broken the back of the race with a lead of just on one hours over their rivals.
 
The next bike leg took them into the night once again, this time finishing near Villiersdorp where a technical canyoning (or
Kloofing) leg awaited them. With the help of head torches and maps they scrambled, crawled, jumped and abseiled their way
along the rocky ravine to the top of Theewaterskloof Dam. Here two double kayaks awaited them, and they paddled onto the
water in search of two checkpoints.
 
A final mountain biking leg saw them swoopin
g through Bot River and
to the Hamilton Russell
vineyards beyond. They
were on the home
straight, but a final
challenge awaited them

http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Merrell%20Adventure%20Addicts%20-%20Race%20Report%20-%20Expedition%20Africa%202011.pdf
http://www.ar.co.za/
http://www.ar.co.za/2011/05/podcast-merrell-adventure-addicts-win-expedition-africa/
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along a short running
orienteering course on
this gorgeous wine
estate. Then, after two
and a half days of
racing, the sweet taste
of triumph awaited the
tired but elated
MERRELL Adventure
Addicts as they biked
the last few kilometres
to the finish in
Hermanus. In the end,

they finished 3hrs ahead of Cyanosis, and nearly 5hrs ahead of 3rd placed Team
Accelerate from the UK.
 
As one of the country’s top AR units, the Adventure Addicts needed to align
themselves with a leading international brand, and Merrell was the obvious choice.
“During an adventure race, we need to know that we can trust our shoes and gear
one hundred per cent, but there is also the trust you must have in your sponsor. In
Merrell we have it all, and through our racing we will continue to be the best brand
ambassadors any company could ever wish for”.
 
Merrell is an internationally acknowledged leader in the footwear industry, but have
in the past few decades broadened their focus to include quality outdoor apparel as part of their range. “We believe that our sponsorship enables the team to focus all their energy on
racing“, said Jaco Steenkamp, spokesperson for Merrell (South Africa).  “With more than three decades of experience in the adventure business, we believe as much in the team as we
do in our performance products”, continued Steenkamp, “and we encourage everyone to emulate the Adventure Addicts and get outside! We’ve got the gear and shoes to keep you going
… further, faster, and in complete comfort”! 
5 May 2011 - Merrell Adventure Addicts to Get OUTSIDE in Hermanus -
 Monday, 9 May see’s the start of South Africa’s first Expedition length
Adventure Race for almost three years. 21 teams from across the country and 1
international team from the United Kingdom, will all be descending on the
picturesque Western Cape coastal town of Hermanus for the Non-Stop 500km
Expedition Africa. The MERRELL Adventure Addicts, arguably one of South
Africa’s top adventure racing units will be one of the teams lining up at sunrise
on Monday morning hoping to come away with the race honours.

Adventure racing is a multi-discipline endurance sport where competitors
compete in four person mixed teams, navigating with map, compass and
landmarks from control point to control point in a number of disciplines which
can include: mountain biking, trekking, kayaking, swimming, rope work and
orienteering. Teams travel non-stop through the 500km course, deciding if and
when to rest, with the first team to complete all the race legs and visiting all
the checkpoints being declared the winner. 

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts have had a successful period over the past few
years, competing in numerous Adventure Racing World Series Races in Brazil,
Spain and Australia. This vast international racing experience will stand the
team in good stead in the Expedition Africa. The MERRELL Adventure Addicts
will also be using this race as a build up for the Adventure Racing World
Championships which will be staged in Tasmania, Australia later this year.

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts have been competing together over the past
four years and in a sport where teamwork and team dynamics are essential, the
foursome have developed a detailed understanding of one another and knitted
together to form a powerful combination. The team is led by captain and
navigator Graham Bird, and for him it will all be about focusing the team at the
right moment. Stalwart Hanno Smit, one of the original war horses, will be at
his side, adding quiet determination and experience to the mix. Tatum Prins,

the “lady” of the team, brings true grit, dedication, commitment and motivation to the team.
Completing the foursome is Donovan Sims, an adventure racer at the top of his game and who
is ready to lay down life and limb to help the team make it to the finish.

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts have had a focused
build up to this event, with the individual members
all coming off strong performances at the 260km
GARMIN Wartrail in late March, where Graham Bird
was victorious in the three day multi-discipline
event and Hanno and Donovan finishing third and
fourth respectively. With the 500km Expedition
Africa being one of the teams primary goals for the
year, the team feels it is in a great position to
challenge for win. “We as a team have come
together with more focus and determination than
ever before. We have developed a deep
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understanding of our strengths and weaknesses,
forming an immense bond that will allow us to
compete well above our capabilities”, says Graham
Bird. “We are all looking forward to racing on home
soil and experience the wonderful countryside that
our beautiful country offers.”

Their sponsorship deal with MERRELL, an
internationally acknowledged leader in the footwear

and outdoor apparel industry, has enabled the team to focus their energy on racing rather than procuring sponsorship. With MERRELL’s tag line
“Let’s Get Outside”, the partnership with the Adventure Addicts is a match made in heaven with the team focusing their lives on the outdoors.
Other team sponsors include PVM Nutritional Science, Giant Bicycles, Island Tribe Sunscreen, Squirt Bicycle Lube, Glider Eyewear and Black
Diamond head torches.
20 April 2011 - Merrell Tsitsikamma MTB Race - The weekend of the 9th of April had Merrell Adventure Addicts in Knysna for a training camp in prepartation for the 500km Expeditions
Adventure race in Hermanus in May this year. As part of the training the addicts headed to Tsitsikamma for the Merrell MTB. The race attracted a large amount of people coming to
compete in three races distances on offer - 25km, 45km and a 70km.
 
The addicts of Graham Bird, Donovan Sims, Hanno Smit and Tatum Prins opting for the 70km route. The course was took in forest tracks, seaside tracks as well as a few smallish climbs
into the mountains surrounding the Tsitsikamma area. It was a much faster route than most expected but a great course none the less. The addicts managed to win the team category
with the combined time of the four team members. 
25 March 2011 - Garmin WARTRAIL - Merrell
Adventure Addicts's Graham Bird won the
Garmin Wartrail that was held in the Eastern
Cape over the 19-21 March. 

The Garmin Wartail encompasses a tough and
honest 60km trail run, followed the next day
by a fast 135km mountain bike ride, with the
final day being a testing 62km paddle down
the Orange River. The 60km trail run is one
of the purest in South Africa with a mixture
of hiking trails, cattle paths, off road, rock
hopping and jeep track running.  The run
starts with a tough 700m climb out of the
town of Lady Grey to the first checkpoint at
7km. From then on the route traverses over
the ridge line of the Witteberge Mountains,
reaching its highest point of 2730m at Avoca
peak 40km into the run. The run then
descends over the remaining 16km into the
picturesque Balloch farm for the finish and a
well deserved dip in the fresh mountain
stream.  The mountain bike route winds its
way up and over Lundens’s Nek and then
snakes through the various rural settlements
on the banks of the river demarcating the
Lesotho / SA Border before turning west and 
passing through the towns of Sterkspruit and
Herschel and onto the finish at Mdlokovane 
village on the banks of the Orange River. The
final event involves a 20km paddle through a
stunning gorge before the river flattens out
for the final 40km into the town of Aliwal
North for the finish. 

After three grueling days Merrell's Graham
Bird emerged as the victory beating off a
strong challenge from Craig Carter-Brown,
with fellow Merrell Addicts Hanno Smit and
Donovan Sims finishing third and fourth
respectively. Unfortunately Tatum Prins was
unable to complete the run or bike due to illness but did manage to put in a sterling effort in the canoe to come in just behind Donovan!!
7 March 2011 - Garden Route 300 - Checkout a comical video of Merrell Adventure Addicts Tatum Prins and Hanno Smit competing at the 3 Day Garden Route 300 mountain bike race
that was staged in the picturesque town of Knysna in the Garden Route. 

http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/GW-D2-20Mar-7638.jpg
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2 March 2011 - Tatum Prins @ FEAT - Merrell Adventure Addict's Tatum Prins spoke at FEAT Cape Town on the 12 Feb 2011. Check out her inspirational presentation below. See details
of FEAT at www.featsa.co.za 

1 March 2011 – Garden Route 300 - Google Earth Tracks – The past weekend saw the inaugural staging of Knysna’s own multi day Mountain Bike Race, the
Garden Route 300. The race was staged over three days, from a central race village, covering 265km in the forests surrounding Knysna. The race attracted

http://www.featsa.co.za/
http://www.gardenrouteevents.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=46&Itemid=53
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170 teams of two whom enjoyed stunning, but tough routes which included 4700m of climbing over the three stages. Checkout the Google Earth tracks from
the three days here (move the timeline on the top to ensure the tracks show).

The Merrell Adventure Addicts entered two teams with Donovan Sims and Graham Bird having a great race finishing 9th overall, after some uncharacteristic
fast riding. Hanno Smit and Tatum Prins took a more leisurely ride, stopping to smell the roses and enjoy the scenery as well as filming some of the action
for Video, which will uploaded in a few days. 
25 February 2011 - BatRun - Merrell Adventure Addict Graham Bird competed in the annual Bat run in Cape Town on the evening of the 19th February.  The
run started at the parking lot to the south east of the Kloof Nek traffic circle on Table Mountain at 19h00. It then followed Tafelberg Road to the base of
Devil’s Peak, ascending and descending 630m to the peak via the zigzags. Then heading, via Tafelberg Road, to Platteklip Gorge and heading up another
630m to Maclear’s Beacon at the top of Table Mountain. From the Beacon it was back down the Gorge to the Kloof Nek parking lot before heading up the
last peak, Lions Head, with a further 410m of climbing, finishing back at the Kloof Nek parking lot. A total of 25km and 2030m of climbing. The 2011 race
experienced some if it’s worst conditions in its ten year history, with thick mist and very strong winds on both Devils Peak and the top of Table Mountain,
and near perfect conditions on Lions Head. After spending 15 minutes wondering lost in the mist at the top of Table Mountain, Graham completed the race in
4h35.  Definitely one of the iconic races and one to go do! See the altitude curve from the race and a small video from the early stage of the race below.
See a race report written by Barry Washkansky for Runner's World at www.runnersworld.co.za/events-races/race-reports/bat-run-2011/

 

13 February 2011 - Let’s Get Outside! - The Adventure Addicts, arguably South Africa’s
top adventure racing unit, are back on track and this time they plan on going big! With
leading outdoor apparel brand Merrell as their main sponsor, you can bet they cannot wait
to get outside.

Mountain biking, trail running and adventure racing are booming around the country,
especially as part of the mushrooming number of outdoor multi-sport races presented
around SA. As a means of getting people of all walks of life into the great outdoors, the
Run/Bike/Swim/Paddle scenario has got to be the best way to get people off the couch and
OUTSIDE. 

As a brand Merrell understands this 100%, therefore it came as no surprise to see them join
forces with the Adventure Addicts when the team’s previous sponsorship came to an end
late last year. “Moving on was a natural progression for us”, says Graham Bird, captain of
the Adventures Addicts foursome, “and with Merrell, the team knew right from the start
that we all have exactly the same vision for the coming year”.

Judging by their race calendar, 2011 is indeed going to be a massive year for the Merrell
Adventure Addicts. A couple of smaller events will build up to the GARMIN Wartrail, a
three-day suffer fest of extreme trail running, mountain biking and paddling in the remotest
reaches of the Eastern Cape. Athletes will run 60km (ascending at least 2 200m) then MTB
a grueling 130km route before paddling 60km to the finish line along a resurgent Orange
River.

The next big thing on the Merrell Adventure Addicts calendar will be the brutal Expedition
Africa, a true expedition-style non-stop adventure race incorporating everything from
running, biking, paddling, swimming and kloofing to Coasteering. Teams of four will race for
up to five days over a 500km route crisscrossing the southern Cape mountains along the
Hermanus Whale Coast. This will be an extreme test of team dynamics, but the foursome is certainly upbeat.

According to Tatum Prins, one of the anchor members in the team, each of her fellow team
members is bringing some unique aspect to the team this year. “We are ‘clicking’ like
never before”, she says enthusiastically, “and I can see and feel the utter commitment,
dedication and sheer motivation in each and every one of us”.

The Merrell Adventure Addicts will be led by captain and navigator Graham Bird, and for
him it will all be about focusing the team at the right moment. Stalwart Hanno Smit, one
of the original war horses, will be at his side, adding quiet determination and experience to
the mix. Completing the foursome is Donovan Sims, an adventure racer at the top of his
game and who is ready to lay down life and limb to help the team make it to the finish.

This level of commitment may be exactly what is required to make the Merrell Adventure
Addicts end 2011 on a high note. Beyond the challenges of Expedition Africa, they still have
to face the Freedom Challenge Extreme Triathlon (2600km of mountain biking, a 90km off-
road Comrades Marathon, plus the 240km Berg River Canoe Marathon!) as well as various
additional MTB and trail running races. To finish it all off in November, there’s the
exhilarating Adventure Racing World Championships in Tasmania, Australia, to look forward
to.

Their sponsorship deal with Merrell, an internationally acknowledged leader in the footwear
and outdoor apparel industry, has enabled the team to focus their energy on racing rather
than procuring sponsorship. “After nearly three decades in the adventure business, we truly
believe our performance products are inspired by active people like the Adventure Addicts”,
says Jaco Steenkamp, spokesperson for Merrell (South Africa). “We encourage everyone to
get outside, from beginner to seasoned pro, and we’ll make sure we provide the shoes and

http://www.gardenrouteevents.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=46&Itemid=53
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Garden%20Route%20300%20-%20Google%20Earth%20tracks%202011.kmz
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Garden%20Route%20300%20-%20Google%20Earth%20tracks%202011.kmz
http://www.runnersworld.co.za/events-races/race-reports/bat-run-2011/
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apparel to keep you going further, faster, and comfortably”!
7 February 2011 - Merrell Adventure Addicts on You Tube - The team recently added some video's onto You Tube of there various exploits. Checkout the video's below.

6 February 2011 - Merrell Adventure Addicts Photoshoot and Race Schedule - The Merrell Adventure Addicts of Graham Bird, Tatum Prins, Hanno Smit and Donovan Sims got together
on the 27 & 28 January in Sandbaai in the Western Cape to discuss the plans ahead for the year as well as doing some photo's with the legendary Jacques Marias. The team had a
wonderful "bonding" session and are fully fired up and motivated for the challenges that lie ahead this year. The team has identified a few major races that they will focus on throughout
the coming year, with the ultimate goal being the Adventure Racing World Championships that are to be held in Tasmania, Australia in November 2011. This champs is set to be the
largest World Champs ever with an anticipated 90 teams already entered. See the teams full race schedule for the coming year here. Exciting Stuff and we can't wait to GET OUTSIDE!
Some images from the master Jacques Marais below. Go here on the Jacques Marais Media website for some more images of the team in action: 

http://jacquesmarais.co.za/
http://advaddicts.co.za/schedule.html
http://advaddicts.co.za/schedule.html
http://jacquesmarais.co.za/photo-albums/merrell-but-not-of-the-streep-kind/
http://jacquesmarais.co.za/
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1 February 2011 - Amarider 24 Hour MTB Enduro - The Merrell Adventure Addicts of Graham Bird, Tatum Prins,
Donovan Sims and Hanno Smit competed in the 24 Hour MTB event held at Oak Valley in Grabouw on the 29 & 30
January 2011. See reports from Donovan Sims and Hanno Smit below:

Don Sims: "The past week end had the Merrell Adv Addicts in Grabouw for the Oak Valley 24 hr mountain bike
race. This was a format of racing new to me. It had us racing around a 9km single track route for 24 hrs, with
the team with the most laps at the end winning. Being the new guy in the team got me the ”privilege” of starting
, then Captain Tweet, Smelly and then the Hobbit. Sounds easy BUT 3kms into the route your heart rate
is screaming and you try to get in any oxygen you can in the 40 degree heat. A moment of clarity hits you and you
realise you got to do this for 24 hrs. We started by doing single laps each from 12h00 to 22h00 and then we
went onto 2 laps each. We thought we might get a little sleep, but that never happened, there was way too much
going on. As the sun rose the next morning we went back to the single lap strategy, and I think this worked out
well for us. With 90 minutes left, Captain Tweet made a tactical decision which might have got us the extra lap
that separated us from the 4th placed team.

After sprinting every time we were on the bike for the full 24 hrs, we managed a 3rd place overall finish and first
mixed team. This was a good start to the year for our team, something different and out of our comfort zone.

The team worked well together and we
got the results. Thanks guys, it’s a really
privilege racing with you guys, can’t wait
to get into the rest of the year."
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Hanno Smit: "Smelly signing in for race report on the Grabouw 24hr MTB relay. The Grabouw 24hr was a relay
or individual lap race, starting at Saturday midday and ending Sunday midday at Oakvalley Wine Estate. Our
team: Merrell Adventure Addicts, being Tweet, Don, Hobbit (a cycling fit one) and myself. The route: a 22-25
minute lap consisting of jeep track going up, then some single-track weaving through pine trees, long swerving
downhill jeep track and a slow, technical forest section before you came charging through the rugby field to
clock the end of your lap. The weather: beautiful hot summer all day, all night and all of the next day. The
rules: the rider with the least amount of laps completed should have tallied no more than 4 laps less than
that of the rider with the most amount of laps completed in the team. Did we adhere? Only just. Our
strategy: it was pretty simple, we would ride a lap each in rotation until just before midnight. We then
changed to doing a double lap, which would allow every rider a rest period of 2,5 hrs, thus allowing for some
sleep. Back into the daylight hours we jumped into our one-lap-each mode again. Did it work for us? Hell yes!
We ended up third team overall and first mixed team with 58 laps and the first having done 61 laps. The
challenge: sounds pretty straightforward and almost mundane, but the sting in this race was the repetitive
nature of starting and stopping, something that the older long-toothed adventure racers aren’t so competent
at and we all know they take a day to get going and then keeps going for a week!"
26 January 2011 - GLIDER Eyewear - Merrell Adventure Addicts are proud to annouce a partnership
with Glider Eyewear who will supply the

team with eyewear for the upcoming racing year. The team will race in a  the Polarized Asphalt and Ascent glasses
which are ideal for the challenging and tough terrian the Merrell Adventure Addicts venture into. Checkout their
range of products at www.glidereyewear.com and go and get yourselves a pair at your local dealer!! 

"Glider Eyewear has been going for about 6 years, based
in Cape Town, they are distributed in South Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, and Germany. The range consists
of classic styles, outdoor and performance, and fashion.
The price ranges from R390 to R550 and they are high
quality, polarized sunglasses. They are available from
Sunglass Hut, Matrix stores, TotalSports, and Truworths.

Designed specifically for comfort and protection, Gliders are a must for any athlete that needs a polarized pair of
sunnies that are reliable and affordable."
24 January 2011 - Attakwas MTB race & Drak Canoe Race - After a well deserved break from competing the
Merrell Adventure Addicts have began to come out of hiding in preparation for the exciting year ahead.  On the 15th
Jan, Addict Graham Bird competed at the Attakwas extreme MTB race which covers 123km and 2500m of climbing
from Outshoorn to Brak River. It was a long day out, with Graham finishing in just under seven hours. A good way to
get back into the saddle. Graham then headed to the Southern Drakensberg for the two day, 60km Drak Challenge
Canoe Race on the beautiful Umzimkulu river. With the prospect of the Berg River Canoe Marathon later in the year,
this was a good way to get kick off the paddling training, however a swim on each of the days was not welcomed by Graham. All in all a fine two weekend of racing to get back into the
swing of things.

http://www.facebook.com/?ref=home#%21/group.php?gid=55343003658
http://www.glidereyewear.com/
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